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Overview

Organizations in every industry are in a constant race against
emerging cyber risk and an ever-evolving threat landscape,
which is compounded by the expanding digital transformation.
This has led to cyber risk being the number one operational
risk for businesses globally today. Senior executives and board
members are being held accountable and must be able to
comprehend technical cyber risk in order to protect their
organizations. Security and risk teams are tasked with
translating technical risk data into business impact metrics so
that senior leaders can make smart business decisions. Cyber
risk teams spend months manually collecting insights to build
reports that are meant to communicate critical insights to
fellow executives and board members, but these reports take a
tremendous amount of time to compile, are difficult to
understand, and do not achieve the desired goal by getting the
message across.

What We Offer
Centraleyes has revolutionized the world of cyber risk reporting by providing a
comprehensive, integrated platform designed to simply help you achieve smarter
strategic decision making. Cyber risk teams can automate over 50% of their collection
and analysis work through the platform, while automatically generating compelling,
visual and easy to understand reports. Centraleyes includes financial risk quantification of
critical assets for improved budget allocation and prioritization of remediation actions.
With Centraleyes, board members and executive teams can have more productive and
meaningful conversations, based on critical insights and reports that provide clarity
where there was once confusion.

Why Us?
Centraleyes is a cutting-edge, next-generation, integrated cyber risk management platform
designed to address today's ever-changing global cyber threats. Centraleyes has a
state-of-the-art risk engine which both benchmarks and grades cyber posture and maturity
baseline, and allows clients to track and improve cyber defenses in a clear and measurable
way, while addressing privacy and compliance requirements.

Centraleyes’ solutions integrate with data from surveys, APIs, and live threat intelligence
from the public web and darknet. The solution provides valuable insights in a visual and
easy-to-understand dashboard. This Integrated Risk Management (IRM) platform simplifies
risk management by streamlining data collection, automating scoring and weighting
analysis, using a proprietary risk engine that creates automated remediation tickets. The
platform’s reporting capabilities are truly revolutionary, providing compelling visual reports
that are easy to understand and take action with. Centraleyes’ dedicated remediation center
allows organizations to focus and prioritize on what they need to improve in their risk and
compliance programs.

Centraleyes provides everything an organization needs to manage their cyber risk and
compliance in one single platform.
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To learn more about Centraleyes
visit www.centraleyes.com or contact us at info@centraleyes.com

